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Disclaimer
These presentation slides (the 'Slides') do not constitute an offer to the public or an offer for sale or solicitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities of Mast
Energy Developments PLC ('MED' or the 'Company') and they should not be relied on in connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such securities.
The Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation do not constitute a recommendation regarding any decision to sell or buy securities in the Company. If any
person is in doubt as to the contents of this presentation or wishes to obtain advice as to the investment merits of the Company’s securities, he should seek
independent advice from a person who is an authorised financial services provider.
No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever on the information contained in the Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation or the completeness
or accuracy of such information. The information contained in these Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation is in the public domain, however no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by or on behalf of the Company, its advisors, shareholders, directors, officers or employees, or any other
person as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or opinions contained in the Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation, and no liability is
accepted for any such information or opinions (save that nothing in this disclaimer is intended to limit the liability of any party for its own fraud).
The Slides and their contents are directed only at persons who fall within the exemptions contained in Articles 19 and 49 of the Financial Services and Markets Act
2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (such as persons who are authorised or exempt persons within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
and certain other persons having professional experience relating to investments, high net-worth companies, unincorporated associations or partnerships, and the
trustees of high-value trusts) and persons to whom distribution may otherwise lawfully be made. Any investment, investment activity or controlled activity to which
the Slides relate is available only to such persons and will be engaged in only with such persons.
Any individual who is in any doubt about the investment to which these Slides relate should consult an authorised person that specialises in advising on investments
of the kind referred to in these Slides.
Persons of any other description, including those that do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments, should not rely or act upon the
Slides.
The Slides are not for distribution in, nor do they constitute an offer of securities for sale in, any jurisdiction where such distribution or offer is unlawful, including
the United States of America, Australia, the Republic of South Africa, the Republic of Ireland, Japan or Canada. The distribution of the Slides in some jurisdictions may
be restricted by law and persons into whose possession this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions.
Statements made in the Slides and the accompanying verbal presentation may include forward-looking statements that necessarily involve risks and uncertainties.
Forward-looking statements may generally be identified by the use of terminology such as 'may', 'will', 'expect', 'intend', 'plan',
'estimate', 'anticipate', 'believe', 'might', or similar phrases. Other than statements of historical facts, all statements, including, among others, statements regarding
the future financial position of the Company, business strategy, projected levels of growth in its market, projected costs, estimates of capital expenditures and plans
and objectives of management for future operation, are forward-looking statements. The actual future performance of the company could differ materially from
these forward-looking statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from these expectations include known and unknown risks.
Undue reliance should not be placed on these forward-looking statements.
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The Energy
Revolution

The UK Needs More Power
THE PROBLEM

Future Power UK

Unreliable Renewables

Energy Shortages

The UK is rapidly switching its
power generation from base-load
fossil-fuel/large-scale gas to
flexible-power gas and renewable
sources (solar and wind)

The use of renewable energy
results in instability due to a lack
of consistency of wind and solar
energy and base-load power
requirements

A shortage in the UK's gas supply
and unreliable renewable energy
sources will affect electricity
generation, leading to limited
power and an increase in price
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The UK Needs More Power
THE OPPORTUNITY

Flexible, Immediate, Stable
and Low Emissions
To stabilise the UK national grid, flexiblepower plants are small, adaptable and
produce stable, low-emission electricity
immediately when there is a supply shortage
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Multiple Revenue Streams and Limited Risk
A high variety of flexible-power solutions
that both supports the regulatory regime to
help balance the UK national grid network
and alternative generation sources while
providing limited risk for investors
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The MED Solution
FLEXIBLE POWER

A Commitment to Net Zero
As the UK transitions to net-zero carbon
emissions, there is an increased demand for
power solutions that are renewable,
sustainable and stable, resulting in a growing
and dynamic market for small-scale power
generation and storage
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Successful, Long-Term Partnerships
Mast Energy Developments (MED) has
partnered with highly successful,
international leaders and blue-chip
companies to offer reliable
flexible-power solutions
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The MED Solution
FLEXIBLE POWER, EXPLAINED
Flexible Power is the process of timing
energy supply to be utilised during periods of
peak demand. Flexible-power plants have
distinct characteristics:

Can run continuously over
long periods of time

Small gas-fired
power plants less
than 50 MW in size

Operated for limited number of
hours per year (up to 4,000)

Dispatchable, i.e.,
can be turned on
and off to generate
power on demand

Comprises multiple, small, lowemission reciprocating engines of
1.5 – 4.5 MW, with noise
abatement and control systems

Rapid power
supply (± 2-min
reaction time)

Unmanned with remote
dispatch of gensets
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A Strong
Business Case

Strategy & Execution

THE MED STRATEGY
• Acquire, develop and operate multiple small-scale flexible-power generation plants
• A goal to reach a 300 MW portfolio over the next 36 – 58 months

THE MED BUSINESS MODEL
• Invest in small-scale flexible-power sites that respond to the needs of an evolving energy market
• Optimise costs and time to commissioning
• Remain flexible on stages of completion
• Secure supportive offtake agreements and long-term contracts
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Strategy & Execution
STREAMLINED PROCESSES, MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

PERMITTING
PLANNING

GRID & GAS
CONNECTION

03

02

CONSTRUCTION
AGREEMENTS

POWER
PURCHASE
AGREEMENTS

CAPEX
FINANCING

04

05
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At MED, the structure of project teams follows a highly specific
procedure to optimise efficiency and maximise revenue. Once
a project has been commercialised, an Operations Team is
established for responsibility of the project site.

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION,
DUE DILIGENCE &
ACQUISITION
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The estimated target development timeline
from acquisition to production is 9 – 12 months.

CONSTRUCTION,
COMMISSIONING, COMMERCIAL
OPERATIONS DATE & STEADY
STATE PRODUCTION
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SITE OPERATIONAL &
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
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Revenue Generation Model
INPUT
• Natural gas piped to site via fixed gas connection from the GB national (gas) grid
PROCESS
• Electricity generation:
Gas fuels reciprocating engines, which generate electricity
OUTPUT
• Electricity export:
Electricity exported via fixed electricity connection to the GB national (electricity) grid
REVENUE GENERATION
• Offtake partner trades and purchases electricity from MED under a long-term PPA contract

PPA offtake is based on a long-term contract (c. 7–15 years) with Statkraft (see slide 26).
MED’s expected target gross profit margin is 30%.
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Investment Case

MINIMUM INVESTMENT, MAXIMUM RETURNS
• Highly attractive, low-risk internal rate of returns (IRRs), of
more than 15% to c. 22%*
• All assets based in Great Britain
• Locked in long-term PPA offtake agreements
• Each project has immediate commercialisation once funding is secured
• Exclusive rights to purchase shovel-ready sites and strong pipeline

*Based on independent financial modelling and estimates
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Future Outlook
ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES
MED only invests in sites and technology that offer the opportunity to switch to alternative
sources of fuel, other than gas, commensurate with the move to a lower carbon footprint
over time. These types of projects include but are not limited to:

Adaptable Power Plant Sites
Flexible-power plants can be
adapted to be fuelled by hydrogen,
biomass or other carbon-free or
carbon-neutral sources
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Hydrogen-Blended Fuel Sources

Energy Storage

Hydrogen-blended fuel flexiblepower plants is included in the
UK's strategy to develop 5 GW of
low-carbon hydrogen production
by 2030 as the UK transitions to
net-zero carbon by 2050

If considered during the
construction phase, flexible-power
generation sites have the potential
to be converted to or
supplemented with long-duration
battery-storage
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Project
Overview

Project Summary

A GROWING PORTFOLIO
The MED portfolio currently comprises five
projects in development and production, with
a combined energy generation capacity of
c. 30 MW.
In addition to developing and operating its
current projects, MED regularly seeks and
assesses opportunities to acquire
new projects with a strategic intent to build
a portfolio of c. 300 MW.
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Project Summary
PYEBRIDGE
Acquired in August 2021, Pyebridge is a fully operational 9 MW gas-powered flexible-power
site located in Derbyshire.

Location

Somercotes, Alfreton, Derbyshire, England

Megawatts (MW)

9 MW

Kilovolt (kV)

11 kV

Technology

3 x Jenbacher J620 GS-E 01

Planning Permission/s

Granted

Property

Freehold site owned by MED

Connections

Grid and Gas connections secured

Status

Fully operational and in production
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Project Summary
BORDESLEY
Currently in construction stage, Bordesley is located in Central Birmingham. The project is a
5 MW gas-powered flexible-power site.

Location

Central Birmingham, England

Megawatts (MW)

5 MW

Kilovolt (kV)

11 kV

Technology

Single J624 INNIO Jenbacher gas engine
generator set

Planning Permission/s

Granted

Property

Long-term leasehold in place

Connections

Grid and Gas connections secured

Status

In construction
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Project Summary
ROCHDALE
Located in West Midlands, Rochdale is a 4.4 MW gas-powered flexible-power plant.

Location

Kingsway Business Park, Rochdale,
Lancashire, England

Megawatts (MW)

4.4 MW

Kilovolt (kV)

11 kV

Technology

Single J624 INNIO Jenbacher gas engine
generator set

Planning Permission/s

Granted

Property

Freehold site owned by MED

Connections

Grid and Gas connections secured

Status

Under development
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Project Summary
HINDLIP
The Hindlip project is a 7.5 MW gas-powered standby generation facility located
in Worcester.

Location

Buildings Farm, Hindlip Lane, Blackpole,
Worcester, England

Megawatts (MW)

7.5 MW

Kilovolt (kV)

11 kV

Technology

Gas engines with sub two-minute ramp and
selective catalytic reduction

Planning Permission/s

Granted

Property

Long-term leasehold in place

Connections

Grid and Gas connections secured

Status

Under development
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Project Summary
STATHER
MED's most recent acquisition, alongside Hindlip, Stather is a 2.4 MW gaspowered flexible-power plant located in Scunthorpe, Lincolnshire.

Location

Stather Road, Flixborough, Scunthorpe,
Lincolnshire, England

Megawatts (MW)

2.4 MW

Kilovolt (kV)

11 kV

Technology

Gas engines with sub two-minute ramp and
selective catalytic reduction

Planning Permission/s

Granted

Property

Long-term leasehold in place

Connections

Grid and Gas connections secured

Status

Under development
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Expected Timeline to Completion
Current projects in construction and under development:

6 — 9 months
Rochdale

Nov 2022

3 — 6 months
Bordesley
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9— 12 months
Hindlip /
Stather
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People &
Governance

Board of Directors

Louis Lodewyk Coetzee, BA, MBA
Non-Executive Chairman

Pieter Krügel, ACA, BFP, CA (SA)
Chief Executive Officer & Executive Director

Louis Coetzee has 27 years’ experience in business development,
promotion and financing in both the public and private sector. In
earlier years, he concentrated on exploration and mining ventures
where he has founded, promoted and developed a number of
junior mineral exploration companies based mainly on Tanzanian
assets. Over the past seven years, he has focused his attention on
developing a comprehensive portfolio of energy projects in
Southern Africa and the United Kingdom. Louis has tertiary
qualifications in law and languages, project management, supply
chain management and an MBA from Bond University, Australia,
specialising in entrepreneurship, and business planning and
strategy. Over the course of his career, he has worked in various
project management and business development roles, mostly in
the mining and energy sectors. Louis is currently the CEO of AIMand JSE-listed Kibo Energy PLC (AIM: KIBO; AltX: KBO), Executive
Chairman of AIM-listed Katoro Gold PLC (AIM: KAT), and NonExecutive Chairman of LSE-listed (Standard List) Mast Energy
Developments PLC (MED) (LSE: MAST).

Pieter Krügel previously worked as the Group Chief Financial
Officer of the Kibo Group, where he has leveraged his experience
in capital raising, corporate restructuring, economic analysis, IFRS
reporting and strategic planning to contribute to the growth of
the Group. Prior to this, he held senior financial and executive
roles over the course of 15 years, with specific reference to the
energy and resources industries. He is a qualified chartered
accountant and a member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW). Pieter has been
intimately involved in the MED business since the Group's initial
acquisition of MED in 2018 as well as its involvements in the
reserve power market. He was also part of the core team that led
to the successful IPO of MED in 2021.
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Board of Directors

Paul Venter
Non-Executive Director

Dominic Traynor
Non-Executive Director

Paul Venter has 35 years' experience within the mining and powergenerating industries. He spearheaded the projected development
of an integrated open-pit mine, 4 by 150 MW power plant and 200kilometre transmission complex in Mongolia prior to successfully
rebranding and leading the developing of Ncondezi Coal into an
integrated open-pit mine with 2 by 150 MW power plants and 93kilometre transmission complex. In recent years, Venter established
Mast Energy Projects Limited and contributed to the successful sale
of a 60% equity interest of Mast Energy Projects Limited to Kibo
Energy PLC. Between 1982 and 1998, Paul was a certified financial
accountant of South Africa. Furthermore, he holds an MDP in
Mining from the University of South Africa and an honours degree
in Business Administration from Potchefstroom University, South
Africa. From 2009 to 2012, he was a director and the VicePresident of Energy Operations at Canadian-listed Prophecy Coal
Corp and from 2012 to 2015, he held the position of Chief
Executive Officer of Ncondezi Energy, an AIM-listed company (AIM:
NCCL). Paul is the former CEO of Mast Energy Developments.

Dominic Traynor is a London-based company director and solicitor
who specialises in equity capital markets, as well as a partner at
Druces LLP, one of London's oldest law firms. At Druces, and
formerly at niche capital-markets firm Ronaldsons LLP, he advised
on the structuring and listing of more than 30 companies on the
main market and Alternative Investment Market (AIM) of the
London Stock Exchange (LSE). Further to this, he is a director of
private equity group and fintech investor Prism Group and its
associated WizzFinancial companies, Australian-Saudi electricvehicle battery chemicals company EV Metals Group PLC, and a
founding director of AIM-listed construction materials company
SigmaRoc PLC in addition to sitting on the boards of a number of
other companies. Dominic also has extensive experience in
corporate governance and graduated from the College of Law,
York, having received his LLB from Durham University, England.
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Partners
OFFTAKERS AND OWNER'S ENGINEERS

Encora

Statkraft
•

•
•

Large, Norwegian state-owned
operator and Europe's largest generator
of renewable energy that is primarily
a renewable electricity developer
and operator in the UK
Offtake partner with competitive routeto-market and PPA terms, as well as
reliable surety measures
Incentivised to trade MED's electricity
at competitive margins and to overcome
the floor level of profit
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•
•
•

Project development, owner's engineer
consultancy and operations management
service provider
Experienced team with a management
portfolio of 13 projects, totaling more
than 70 MW of energy projects
Contracted project manager and owner's
engineer to all of MED's projects
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Partners
ENGINEERING, PROCUREMENT & CONSTRUCTION (EPC)
AND OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (O&M)
CooperÖstlund

Clarke Energy
•
•

•

Multinational specialist in gas- and diesel
engine-based power plants, operating in
28 countries
EPC partner that follows the MF/1
standard template to provide complete
turnkey solutions from site preparation to
handover of the commissioned plant
Sole authorised distributor and service
provider in the UK for INNIO Jenbacher
gas engines, the preferred engine type for
MED gas flexible-power projects due to
their high efficiency and reliability
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•

•

•
•

Experienced professionals in
the installation, maintenance
and optimisation of reciprocal gas fuelled
engines
Contracted O&M provider with 300
years' combined experience within its
team, 60 clients and a management
portfolio of over 100 MW
Typically achieves 96% availability
with contracted engines
Contracted provider to Pyebridge,
providing remote monitoring, breakdown
site attendance, logs and checks,
unscheduled repairs, and major and
minor service schedules
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Key Corporate Data
30%

Public
shareholding

70%

c. £24m

Market capitalisation
at IPO

Founders'
shareholding

Market: LSE

Standard List
Ticker: MAST

£9,79m*

c. £11m*
Current
market cap

Net Asset Value
(NAV)

5p*
Current
share price

217,452,729*
Shares in issue
post-IPO

*As at 26 October 2022
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CONTACT
PR/IR

info@med.energy
Zainab Slemang van Rijmenant, zainab@lifacommunications.com
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